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Abstract 
Jansen, K., Transfer flow graphs, Discrete Mathematics 115 (1993) 187-199. 
We consider four combinatorial optimization problems (independent set, clique, coloring, partition 
into cliques) for a special graph class. These graphs G =(iV, E) are generated by nondisjoint union of 
a cograph and a graph with m disjoint cliques. Such graphs can be described as transfer flow graphs. 
At first, we show that these graphs occur as compatibility graphs in the synthesis of hardware 
configurations. Then we prove that the clique problem can be solved in O(lNI’) steps and that the 
other problems are NP-complete. Moreover, all four problems can be solved in polynomial time if 
tn is constant. 
1. Introduction 
One of the important problems in the combinatorial graph optimization is the 
problem of finding a maximum independent set or a maximum clique and the 
problem of finding a minimum coloring or a minimum partition into cliques, respec- 
tively. We denote these sizes for a graph G with a(G),w(G), x(G) and X(G). In 
a historical paper, Karp [S] has shown that these optimization problems are NP- 
complete for general graphs. Since often only a subclass of all graphs occurs, it is 
important to know how difficult the subproblems are. Johnson [7] has summarized 
the results for several graph classes. For example, the four problems are polynomial 
solvable for perfect graphs. A graph is perfect if, for each induced subgraph G’ of G, 
x(G’) = w(G’). Using the ellipsoid method, Grijtschel et al. [4] have given algorithms 
for these problems. Simpler and combinatorial methods are known for subclasses of 
the perfect graphs [l, 3, 5, 91. 
For cographs, graphs without a path of length 4 as induced subgraph, there exist 
linear algorithms. These follow from the facts that cographs can be constructed with 
two operations on disjoint graphs and that the algorithms can be applied recursively. 
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If G1=(N1,E1) and G2=(N2,E2) are graphs, U(G, ,Gz)=(N1uNZ,E1uEZ) is the 
union and +(G1,Gz)=(N1uNz,E,uE2u{ { nl,nz} Ini~Ni}) is the join of G1 and GZ. 
The tree which corresponds to these operations for a given cograph is called a cotree. 
For example, the chromatic number x(G) for a cograph [lo] can be computed as 
follows: 
X(G)= x(G~)+x(G~), 
1 
max{X(Gr),X(G,)1, G=U(Gi,GJ, 
G=+(Gi,Gz), 
1, G=(($‘&. 
Similar calculations exist for the other problems. A subclass of the cographs is given 
by disjoint union of complete graphs. We call these graphs clique-partition graphs, 
because we can define for these graphs a unique mapping L: N + { 1, . . . , m> which 
gives a minimum partition into cliques. Let 2, = { 1, . . . , m}. Therefore, we examine 
labelled cographs (G, L), where G = (N, E) is a cograph and L: N-Z,,, is a mapping. It 
is allowed to use a mapping L : fl+Z, with N c N. The optimization problems which 
we examine correspond to the following graph: 
GL=(N,Eu{(u,v}Iu,u~N, u#u, L(u)=L(v)}), 
which we call transfer flow graphs; this name will be motivated in the next section. 
These graphs can be seen as a superposition of two graphs of equal cardinality, one 
being a cograph and the other a disjoint union of cliques. 
Let K( U, G) = {XEN 1 L(x)E U} be the set of nodes of a cograph G =(N, E) with 
labelling U c Z, and let L( V) = { L(v) 1 VE V} be the set of labels of the nodes VC N. 
The subgraph of G induced by a set VC N is denoted by G I “. The cographs and the 
transfer flow graphs are closed under the induced subgraph operation. But transfer 
flow graphs are not necessarily perfect; see, for example, a cycle of length five. 
In Section 2 we show that the transfer flow graphs occur as compatibility graphs in 
the design of hardware structures. They represent a bus assignment problem. After 
that, we examine the four optimization problems for these graphs with general and 
constant number m of labels. 
2. Characterization 
In this section we describe a problem in which the transfer flow graphs occur as 
compatibility graphs. At first, we define the model of a flow digraph. Similar structures 
are used in compiler design; see e.g. [6]. 
Definition 2.1. A flow digraph P = (D, Op, F, J, b) is an acyclic digraph D = ( N9, E,) 
with nodes N,={s,t}uOpuFuJ, edges E, sets F,J, with JFJ=JJJ=~EN~, and 
a weight function b:{ (Fi,x)I(Fi,x)~Eg, FiEF}~{O, l} defined on the edges, such that 
the following conditions hold: 
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(1) For each node XEN,, there exists a directed path from s over x to t. 
(2) For each node F,EF, there exist nodes x, x’EN~, with x # x’, and edges 
(Fi~x)~(Fi~X’)EE.F~ with b((Fi,x))#b((Fi, x’)). Further, for each such pair x,x’ of 
nodes, the first common successor of x and x’ is the node JiEJ. 
(3) For all pairs (Fi,Ji), it holds that all directed paths from Fi to t go over Ji and 
that all directed paths from s to Ji contain Fi. 
We call the elements of Op the operations, a node Fi a fork node, Ji a join node, s the 
start and t the terminal node of the flow digraph F’. The set N( Fi, Ji) = {XE NS 1 there 
is a path from Fi over x to Ji}\{ F’i, Ji} can be divided into two disjoint sets N(Fi, Ji)o 
and N(Fi,Ji), . These are the sets of nodes which can be reached over a zero- or 
one-valuated edge, respectively, from the node Fi. A flow digraph is a loop-free 
digraph with branching nodes Fi,Ji. Depending upon the control function 
$:F+{O, l> of the branching nodes, either the operations in N(Fi,Ji)o or the opera- 
tions in N(Fi, Ji)l are executed. For a control function II/ :F-+{O, l}, the set of 
executed operations for $ is defined by 
O,=OP\ U N(Ft,Ji)l-G(Fi). 
l<i<m 
If the operations are transfers from one module to another, we need a finite nonempty 
set A4 of modules and a mapping typ, with 
typ:Op+M x M\{(X,X))XEM}. 
For an operation op~Op, the mapping typ(op)=(xI, x2) indicates that we have 
a transfer from module x1 to module x2. We call x1 the source and x2 the sink of the 
transfer operation op. If, for a discrete set of times Zk = { 1, . . . , k}, there is a time table 
T: Op-+Zk with the following property: 
for each control function II/ : F+ (0, l} and for all operations op, OP’E 0, with 
directed path from op to op’, T(op)< T(op’), 
we obtain, with (9, M, typ, T), a transfer digraph. Two operations op, op’~Op, with 
typ(op) = (x,, x2) and typ(op’) = (xi, xi), of a transfer digraph are compatible 
(op - op’) iff 
(1) T(op)f T(op’) or 
(2) there is no control function $:F-r{O, l} with {op,op’} CO, or 
(3) x,=x;. 
This means that the operations are incompatible if they are executed in parallel for 
a control function $ and if their sources are different. The compatibility graph is 
defined by K = (Op, E,) with edges E, = { {op, op’} 1 op - op’}. The graph K,, the so- 
called local compatibility graph for time step ZEZ,, is the subgraph of K induced by 
the set OP, = {opt Op 1 z = T(op)). We get the whole compatibility graph K by disjoint 
join operation on the local compatibility graphs K,. 
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Our goal is to determine the minimum number of busses; that is, an assignment of 
the transfers to different busses, also called interconnecting channels. On these 
channels, informations from one module to another can be transported. But only 
compatible transfers can use the same channel. For flow digraphs without branchings, 
this problem is examined by Torng and Wilhelm [11] and by Tseng and Siewiorek 
[12]. The general problem can be formulated as follows. 
Problem: Bus assignment. 
Instance: A transfer digraph (9, M, typ, T) and a number REN. 
Question: Is there a mapping f: Op+ZR with f(op) #f(op’) for all incompatible 
pairs of transfers op, op’? 
This problem corresponds to a partition of the operations Op in cliques C1, . . . , CR. 
The compatibility graph can be determined simply, because it can be represented as 
a transfer flow graph. 
Theorem 2.2. Let (F”, M, typ, T) be a transfer digraph with corresponding compatibility 
graph K = (Op, Eo). Then K is a union of a cograph and a clique-partition graph. 
Proof. We consider the graphs P,, for a time step ZEZ,, which arise from the second 
condition of the compatibility relation. This condition is equivalent, for operations 
op, op’~Op,, to the following statement: 
The first common predecessor of op and op’ is a fork node Fi with 
opEN(Fi,Ji)o and op’~N(Fi,Ji)l or vice versa. 
Since the flow digraphs are hierarchically structured by the fork-join blocks 
N(Fi,Ji), we get the graphs P, by disjoint union and join operations on graphs, 
starting with a single-vertex graph. Therefore, the graphs P, are cographs. Since the 
cographs are closed under the join operation, the graph arising from the first and 
second condition is a cograph, too. The graph from the third condition is a clique- 
partition graph. This implies the assertion of the theorem. 0 
Now we look at the other direction and get a characterization for the class of all 
compatibility graphs. 
Theorem 2.3. For each transferpow graph GL, we can construct a transfer digraph such 
that the corresponding compatibility graph is equal to GL. 
Proof. Let GL be the union of a cograph G = (N, E) and a clique-partition graph with 
equal set of nodes N and let L: N-Z,,, be the corresponding labelling. Recursively, on 
the cotree representation of the cograph we can construct the flow digraph 9 in 
a simple manner where Op = N is the set of operations and where each operation can 
be executed at the same time slot T(op)= 1 depending only on the control functions. 
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As a set of modules, we can choose M = Z,u N and, as transfer mapping typ, we define 
typ(op) = (L(op), op). Then the corresponding compatibility graph is equal to CL. 0 
The presentation of the transfer flow graph for the compatibility graph can be 
computed in O() N,- ( + ( ES I) time by depth-first search in the flow digraph. 
3. Clique 
Next, we want to solve the clique problem recursively. The following lemma 
describes the recursive structure of the cliques in the transfer flow graph. 
Lemma 3.1. Let CL be a transfer flow graph, where G=(N,E)=op(G,, G,) and 
Gi =(Ni, Ei) are cographs and L: N+Z, is a labelling. 
If op=+, we have 
o(G’)=o(G+)+o(G~). 
If op=u, we have 
Proof. Let C be a clique of + (G, , G2)L. The clique C can be divided into two cliques 
C1, C2, where Ci = Cn Ni is a clique of Ct. Conversely, let Ci, for iE { 1,2}, be cliques of 
Cf. Then C, uCz is a clique of CL. 
For the other case, let C be a clique of U (G, , G,)L. Either C lies in one of the graphs 
Gt, or the clique C can be partitioned into two nonempty sets Cr, Cz, where Ci is 
a clique of CF. In the second case, the labels for all pairs UEC, and IKC, are equal: 
L(u)=L(v). Therefore, IL(C)1 = 1. Conversely, each clique C of CC and each set 
K( {k}, G) is a clique of CL, too. 0 
Theorem 3.2. The maximum-clique problem can be solved in 0((N) m) = 0( 1 N 12) steps 
for a transfer flow graph CL with cograph G = (N, E) and m labels. 
Corollary 3.3. Let (F, M, typ, T) be a transfer digraph with a set Op of transfer 
operations. The maximum compatible set of transfer operations can be determined in 
0( I Op I2 + IN, ( + I E,- I) steps, where N,- are the nodes and E, are the edges of thepow 
digraph F. 
4. Independent set 
Similarly as for the clique problem, a maximum independent set can be computed 
recursively for a transfer flow graph. But the computation is more difficult than in the 
first case. 
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Lemma 4.1. Let CL be a transfer flow graph, where G= (N, E)=op(G,, G,) and 
Gi=(Ni,Ei) are cographs and L: N+Z, is a labelling. 
If op=+, then 
If op = u, then 
Proof. Let U be an independent set of CL =+(G1, GZ)L. Then the set U is either an 
independent set of Gf or an independent set of G 5. Conversely, each independent set 
of CC is an independent set of CL, too. 
If U is an independent set of CL = u (G, , Gz)L, either U is an independent set of 
Gf or of G$ or there is a partition U = U1uU2, where 1 Uil> 1 and Ui is an 
independent set of Cc. In the last case, for all pairs ueU, and ueU,, we have 
L(u)#L(u). Therefore, the labels of U1 and the labels of Uz must be different: 
L(U,)nJw*)=0. 
Hence, for each independent set U of CL= U(G,, GZ)L, there is a set of labels 
@cHcZ,, where: 
(1) u= u1uu*, 
(2) U1 is an independent set of Gf/ K(H,GJ, 
(3) U2 is an independent set of GiIK(Z,,H,Gj. 
If, conversely, U1 is an independent set of G L 1 1 KcH,Gj and U2 is an independent set of 
G%~z,\H,GJ, with H cZ,, then U= U,vU2 is an independent set of CL. 0 
Clearly, the labels L(U) of an independent set U must be different: 
IL(W=lUl. 
Hence, only the possible maximum labelling sets must be determined for the sub- 
graphs of the cograph recursively. Therefore, we get the following assertion. 
Theorem 4.2. For a transfer flow graph with constant number of labels rnEN, the 
problem ofjinding a maximum independent set can be solved in polynomial time. 
For a general number m of labels we get the following complexity result. 
Theorem 4.3. The search for an independent set of size kE N is NP-complete for transfer 
flow graphs. 
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Proof. We give a transformation from 3-SAT (see [2]) to the independent set problem 
for transfer flow graphs. Let a = c1 A ... A c, be a formula in conjunctive normal form, 
with exactly three literals for each clause; 
ci=(Yil vYi7. vYi3)2 
with YijE(xr,X1, . . . ,x,, X,,}. Herefore, we define a transfer flow graph CL = (N, QL 
such that the formula c1 is satisfiable iff the graph CL has an independent set of size m. 
The nodes of the graph are given by 
N={Uij( 1 bi<m, 1 <j<3) 
and the edges E of the cograph are generated by the following graph operations: 
G=u(G,,...,G,), 
Gk=+(({~ijIYij=X~}~~),({~ijIYij=X~},~)). 
The labelling L: N-Z, for this cograph is given by 
L(aij)=i for all 1 <i<m, 1 <j<3. 
The constructed graph CL is the complement graph of a graph, constructed by Karp 
[S] for the clique problem. He has shown that the formula c( is satisfiable iff there is 
a clique of size m in the complement of G L. This implies the assertion of the 
theorem. 0 
5. Partition into cliques 
Now we want to examine the problem of finding a partition into k cliques. 
Depending upon the recursive structure of a cograph, we get a recursive order to 
compute the minimum clique-partition number rc(GL). 
Lemma 5.1. Let CL be a transfer frow graph, where G =( N, E)= op(G, , G,) and 
Gi=(Ni, EL) are cogruphs and L: N-Z,,, is u labelling. 
Zf op=+, we get 
If op = v, we get 
Proof. Let Cr, . . . , Ck be a partition into k cliques for +(Gr , GZ)L. Each of these 
cliques Cc can be divided into two cliques Ci’ and C?, where C{ is a clique of Ct. 
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Altogether, we obtain a partition into at most k cliques for Gt. Conversely, for 
a partition for Gt into k cliques and a partition for G$ into 1 cliques, we get, by 
component union, a partition of GL into max(k, 1) cliques. 
For the other case, let C1, . . . , Ck be a clique partition for U(G,, Gz)L. Then Ci is 
a clique of Gf for one Jo{ 1,2} or we have the property 1 L(Ci)J = 1. Without loss of 
generality, it is given a set H with @c HcZ,, where C1 , . . . , CIHl are cliques with 
IL(Ci)l= 1 and 
IHI 
iyI L(Ci)=H9 
fi L(Ci)flH=@ 
i=IHI+l 
Consequently, this partition consists of IHI cliques with jL(Ci)l = 1, a clique partition 
for G?IKcZ,\HJ and a clique partition for Gil K(Z,,Hj. q 
By the recursive computation order of Lemma 5.1, we get the following complexity 
result. 
Theorem 5.2. If k or m is constant, the problem of$nding a partition into k cliques can 
be solved in polynomial time for a transferjow graph GL with m labels. 
For general k and m, the clique partition problem is more difficult. An examination 
of the complexity gives the following result. 
Theorem 5.3. The problem ofjnding a partition into k cliques remains NP-complete for 
a transfer jlow graph. 
Proof. We use a transformation of Garey and Johnson [2] from the exact cover by 
3-sets problem to partition into cliques problem. Let ci = (Xii, Xi29 Xix} be a 3-set of 
asetX,withX={x,,... , x~~} for each 1 < i < m. An exact cover for X is a selection of 
sets from (cr, . . . ,c,} such that each element of X occurs exactly once. 
For an instance of the exact cover problem, we define a cograph G = (N, E), with 
N=XU fi (aijI1 <j<9}, 
i=l 
E= fi Ei, 
i=l 
: 
{Xi13ail>, {xi19ai2), (ail,Q), 
Ei= 
{xi23ai4), (Xi*,ai5}, (h,ai5}, 
IXi334, (Xi3,%3}, {ai_i, Q}, 
I {ai3jai6}, {%,aig}, (ai6,aig) J 
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and a labelling L: N+Z3Cm+qj, with 
L(aij)=r 4 1+3(i- l), 
L(Xj) = 3m +j. 
The generated graph GL is equal to the graph constructed by Carey and Johnson [2]. 
For this, it was shown that there is an exact cover for X in 4 3-sets iff there is 
a partition for GL in 3m + g cliques. q 
Corollary 5.4. Let (9, M, typ, T) be a transfer digraph with a set Op of transfer 
operations. A minimum bus assignment can be determined in polynomial time if the 
number of modules M or the number of busses are constant. In the general case the 
bus-assignment problem is NP-complete. 
6. Coloring 
Since the independent set problem is NP-complete, there is only a weaker assertion 
for the recursive structure for the colorings. Therefore, we consider for a partition into 
independent sets U 1, . . . , Uk their labelling sets L( U,), . . . , L( U,). With the assistance 
of these labelling sets, we have the following theorem. 
Lemma 6.1. Let GL be a transfer flow graph, where G=(N, E)=op(G,, G,) and 
Gt =( Ni, Et) are cographs and L: N-Z,,, is a labelling. 
If op=+, we get: 
There is a partition of GL into k independent sets tf there is, for an integer 
hs{l, . . . , k}, a partition of Gf into h independent sets and a partition of 
G$ into k-h independent sets. 
If op= u, we get: 
There is a partition of GL into k independent sets with labelling sets L1, . . . , Lk 
tf there are decompositions Ai, 1 UAi, 2 = Li for 1 < i < k (eventually, Ai, j = 0) 
and tf there are partitions of Gt into at most k independent sets with labelling 
sets A,,j j..., A,,jforjE{1,2}. 
Proof. The proof, herefore, follows from the properties of the independent sets, which 
are given for a transfer flow graph in Lemma 4.1. 0 
In what follows, we consider vectors x=(x(i), . . . ,xcl ,.., ,,)), where xU~NO specifies 
the number of labelling sets U c Z,. A vector is a solution if there is a coloring with 
these numbers of labelling sets. 
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If CL = ({n}, 8)” with labelling L(n), each vector x, with xu = 1 for exactly one set 
U c Z, with L(n)E U, and xU, =0 otherwise, is a solution. 
If GL=+(G1, GZ)L with solution sets Li for Gf, then each vector x+y, with XEL~ 
and YELL, is a solution of GL. 
In the case GL= U(Gi, G2)L with solution sets Li for Gf, each vector z, which is 
given by an assignment of vectors XEL~ and yeLz in the following bipartite graph, is 
a solution of GL. The bipartite graph (N, E), with N = N1uNZ, is defined as follows: 
Ni={(A,i))~cAc{l,...,m}}, 
E={((A 1),(&2))((4 l)eN,, (R lkN,, A-=‘$, k&4}. 
In Fig. 1, the bipartite graph for m=2 is shown. Each mapping f:E+Ne with 
conditions (1) and (2) generates a solution of GL: 
(1) c LiIUnV=8f(((~,1),(V12)))=~~~0Z~c{1,...,m}, 
(2) c .,,,,=sf(((u,1),(V,2)))=x” v0ZUc(l,...,m}. 
The vector z = (z(,), . . . , ql,, ,m,), which is given by (3), is such a solution: 
(3) ” VpC=~uV~(((u,1),(V.2)))=ZPvblZPC:l~...,mJ. 
Theorem 6.2. The problem ofjnding a k-coloring in a transferjow graph with constant 
number m of labels can be solved in polynomial time. 
Proof. We can generate all solution vectors x = (xc,,, . . . , xfI, , ,,), with 
c xA<k 
AIBfAc(l,...,m) 
and a corresponding coloring. Then each set of solutions for a subgraph of the cograph 
consists of at most k”” (therefore, polynomial) many elements. The computation 
Fig. 1. The bipartite graph for m=2. 
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of the solutions for op = + is simple. Since the bipartite graph has a constant number 
of nodes, for each vector pair x,y, there are at most polynomial many feasible 
mappings f:E+{O, . . . , k}. Therefore, the solutions for op= u can be determined in 
polynomial many steps. 0 
If m is not constant, we obtain the following assertion. 
Theorem 6.3. The question if there is a 3-coloring for a transfer flow graph remains 
IV-complete. 
Proof. We use a transformation from the 3-coloring problem with no vertex degree 
exceeding 4, which is NP-complete [2], to the coloring problem for a transfer flow 
graph.LetG=(N,E)beagraphwithN={l,..., r} and maximum degree 4. For each 
edge (i, k} EE, with i < k, we define 
j(i,k)=({{i,k’}EE,k’dk}l, 
h(i, k)=J{ {i’, k}EE,i’<i}(, 
w(i,k)=I((i’,h}EE,i’<i,i’~h}I+I{ti,k’)EE,i<k’~k}I. 
With the mapping w, we assign each edge a unique value between 1 and (El. The 
mappings j and h specify which successor is k from i or which successor is i from k, 
respectively. 
We substitute for each node 1,. . , r a graph Hi and construct a transfer flow graph 
QL such that G is 3-colorable if and only if Q” is 3-colorable. 
For the node substitution, we use the graph Hi with 9 nodes, shown in Fig. 2. The 
graph Hi has 4 outlets, labelled by yi,, yi2, yi3, yi4. This graph satisfies the following 
conditions: 
Fig. 2. The graph Hi. 
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NO node of Hi has degree exceeding 4. 
Each outlet has degree 2. 
Hi is 3-colorable but not 2-colorable and, for each 3-coloring of Hi, we have 
f(Yil)=f(Yi2)=f(Yi3)=f(Yi4)=f(YiS). 
The graph Ki, which arises from Hi by deleting of the edges { yi,,yih} and 
{ Yi,, Yi7 >, is a cow@. 
We define the cograph Q by 
Q= fi Ki, 
i=l 
with nodes 
{Yij( 1 <i,<r, 1 ,<j<9}. 
Moreover, we choose a mapping L where, for each edge {i, k}EE, with i< k, 
L(yij(i,,,)=L(y,,(i,k))=W(i,k) 
and, for each iE(l, . . . ,r}, 
All other nodes are assigned to different numbers between 1 E ( + r + 1 and 
IEI+3r+C~=, 4-(T(i)J. 
We have an edge {i, k} in G iff the graphs Hi and H, are connected in QL. Hence, 
G is 3-colorable iff QL is 3-colorable. q 
7. Results 
Altogether, for this graph class, the transfer flow graphs, we get the complex- 
ity results summarized in the Table 1. The entry P means that the corresponding 
problem can be solved in polynomial time and the entry NPc that the problem is 
NP-complete. 
Table 1 
Complexity results 
Problem General m constant k constant 
Clique (k) P P P 
Independent set (k) NPc P P 
Partition into cliques (k) NPc P P 
Coloring (k) NPc P NPc 
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